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Abstract
The public authorities are facing real challenges due to the complexity and dynamics of economic and social issues. They must daily assess the available resources and answer to questions such as „is the citizens' welfare good enough, can it be improved?” „there are the initiatives for the environmental protection adequate?”, „is there a coherent employment system for integrating the graduates on labour market?”, „are the charges pertinent means for improving the social actors’ behaviour?”. These issues as well as many others represent only a part of the problems that must be solved through public intervention.

The economic difficulties often represent the strongest key factor for non-transforming a social issue into the object of a public policy. They are also responsible for imposing to the decision-maker the compulsoriness of choosing to solve certain problems. This choice is never easy and it haggles always a pit of doubt inside the heart of the decision-maker: „is this decision the best choice?”, or „is the selected alternative the best for action?”. Diminishing this dilemma, as well as supporting the decision-maker in order to improve the decision-making process have found their expression in the theorists and practitioners’ efforts to develop the states’ capacity for public policy analysis.

There are quite many definitions for public policy analysis in the field literature; they support its duality, namely the public policy analysis represents an approach as well as a methodology for developing and investigating public policy alternatives. Among the well-know instruments of policy analysis, we enumerate the cost-effectiveness analysis, the cost-benefit analysis, and the impact assessment.

In this paper the attention is focusing on impact assessments. Therefore, the objectives of the paper refer to (a) a brief overview on the instruments of policy analysis with a particular focus on the impact assessment and (b) an investigation of the national practice on the development of the impact assessment. In this paper, we shall analyze how the public institutions are using the impact assessment in view to improve the quality and coherence of the policy development process. Therefore, in order to attain our aims, the paper will comprise a theoretical part based on the study of the field literature and European and domestic regulation concerning the impact assessment and an empirical part, related to the analysis of some impact assessments from educational and regional development areas, drawn up by Romanian public authorities during the public policy process.

The conclusions will reveal the progresses made by Romania to use the impact assessments and the possible inconsistencies between the national model and that proposed by the European Commission.

As research methodology for achieving the aims, we shall use the following: researching the bibliographical sources, comparative analysis between the European and the domestic legislation regarding the impact assessment, analysis and evaluation of the public policy proposals and other important documents.

* Beneficiary of the project “Doctoral scholarships supporting research: Competitiveness, quality, and cooperation in the European Higher Education Area”, co-funded by the European Union through the European Social Fund, Sectorial Operational Programme Human Resources Development 2007-2013.
I. INTRODUCTION
Challenges for public policy increased and became complex and more interconnected over the past years; modern states were forced to make important changes into governance process and promotion of citizens’ welfare. Often, these changes involve public expenditures that exceed the available resources of public authorities; reason for that choosing between various public policy alternatives emphasizes the necessity of a rational and systematic approach. Moreover, the fundamental principle that endorses any democratic governance process is or should be the rationality of decision-making process and gives the motivation of public intervention. The grounding of public policies comes from the motivation of public policies alternatives, as a guarantee of the fact that such measures are not an arbitrary product, but the result of a decision-making process based on the rational analysis of several options according to various criteria, previously set up and adequately justified.

Nowadays, the objectives of government agenda are much deeper and aim to improve the quality of regulations and development of some coherent public policies, while in 1980, 1990 governmental activities were focused on the reform objectives and management. In this context, the conventional approaches seem to be insufficient to clarify and completely understand some problems caused by the increasing need for state intervention in all economical and social aspects and require in the same time the renewal of research methods. Renewing the methods of research stresses the contribution of public policy analysis for understanding the current reality. The added value of this kind of analysis consists of the used tool kit, richness and relevance of the interpretations allowed by this analysis, as well as of guiding the national and international interest towards the development and use of some instruments of public policy.

II. PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS – THE RATIONALITY OF PUBLIC POLICY MOTIVATION
Public policy analysis is a relatively new field, its appearance being located in the period after the Second World War, at the confluence of four disciplines:
1. management science and systems engineering;
2. economics;
3. administrative and political sciences;
4. empirical research.

There are quite many definitions of public policy analysis and they support its duality, namely public policy analysis represents an approach, as well as a methodology for developing and investigating public policy alternatives. Public policy analysis started with the study of rational techniques for improving the effectiveness of decision-making process, and it was outlined and developed in 1960 on the agreement that the rational methods can improve the decision-making process, in particular the policy-making process. From the public choice perspective, public policy analysis represents “the orderly application of intellect to public problems”. Buchanan has defined this analysis as “attempt to apply the economics methods to public policies study”.

According to an earlier perspective, the public policy analysis represents the analysis of policy-making process (description and explanation) or the development of some methods that will be used for structuring the ongoing policies (prescription and recommendation). Wildavsky defines public policy analysis “as an activity for which there is no fixed schedule, because it is synonymous with creativity, which can be stimulated by theory and pointed by practice, which can be learned but not taught”. Bardach, one of the emblematic voices in this field, suggests that public policy analysis is “more an art than science and emphasizes the importance of intuition as a complementary part of the methodology used for its realization”.

---

1 Drăgan, Gabriela, and Agnes Nicolae. 2009. Impact assessment – tools for a better regulation of public policies in European Union [in Romanian], Collection of European Institute of Romania, no. 24, Bucharest: European Institute of Romania.
Recent definitions of public policy analysis reinforce the reasoning according to which “the public policy analysis is a policy-oriented approach, a method and a collection for techniques of synthesizing available information at any given time, including the results of research, helping to specify policy alternatives and preferred programmes”.

**II.1. Instruments of Policy Analysis**

Based on the interdisciplinary feature of public policy analysis and from the parent disciplines it can mention some of its main instruments, namely: the decision and systems analysis, the cost-benefit analysis, the implementation of research, the reporting tools, and the social, economical, environmental assessment. Project management, social indicators, total quality management, forecasting tools, etc can be found among additional tools.

In this paper, the attention is focused on ex-ante instruments, such as cost-benefit analysis and impact assessment, stressing the development of impact assessment in policy-making process initiated by public authorities from Romania.

**II.1.1. Cost-benefit analysis**

Achieving objectives with a minimum of public spending is a condition in choosing the programmes funded by public authorities. The cost-benefit analysis is one of the well-known and oldest instruments used in public policy analysis, and is the first instrument used by economists to determine if a particular public policy or public policy proposal promotes economic efficiency.

The idea of such economical counting belongs to the French engineer, Jules Dupuit and the economist, Alfred Marshall, who formulated some of the concepts that are nowadays the foundation of cost-benefit analysis. The cost-benefit analysis grew in practice over time, and led to the crystallization of its understanding as an “aggregation tool of all impacts and directly or indirectly stakeholders”. Both negative and positive impacts are transformed into monetary units, while the cost-benefit criterion is quite simple “if the net benefits are positive, then the public policy promotes the economic efficiency”. The cost-benefit analysis developed for public policy analysis differs from the financial analysis found in the private sector, and the main distinction is that in order to assess the net effect of public policy on the welfare of society are not only considered the economic costs and benefits, but also the other social issues. For this reason, sometime the literature refers to analysis of social costs and benefits.

The main attraction of this analysis consists of the analytical rigor which allows the evaluation of a wide range of public policies effects. The application of cost-benefit analysis involves the following steps:

1. setting the objectives;
2. debating the alternatives;
3. quantifying the estimated costs and benefits;
4. listing the estimated time of each impact;
5. expressing the amount of impacts in monetary terms, using the standard reduction rate (4%) for future impacts;
6. accounting the net costs and benefits;
7. choosing the optimal alternative. This takes into account the economic efficiency, but its result indicating least costly public policy alternatives at and ensuring the most benefits.

In order to support the development of cost-benefit analysis, many countries have developed specific guidelines, even have inserted the requirement of its development into legislation. The Government Decision no. 870/2006 regarding the approval of the strategy for improving the system of elaboration, coordination and planning of public policy at central level stipulates that cost-benefit analysis is essential for certain types of public policies, as:

1. various investment projects on environment, transport;
2. public policies with a considerable social impact;
3. public policies with a considerable impact on the state budget;
4. public policies concerning the privatization;
5. public policies that take into account the need for a bank loan;
6. inter-sectorial public policies involving multiple stakeholders.

---


Although the cost-benefit analysis is one of the most used tools of public policy analysis, this has not got rid of the critical voices that have boosted the investigations towards designing new tools for policy analysis. It is worth to mention that a policy which has passed the test of cost-benefit analysis should not be automatically implemented, because this kind of analysis is not a panacea, but only a tool to help policy makers to prioritize the spending.

II.1.2. The Impact Assessment - graphite or diamond tool of public policy analysis?

This type of instrument has emerged as a reaction to the shortcomings of cost-benefit analysis, particularly in terms of intangible issues and distribution of the costs and benefits (or impacts) on different areas. As a key element of the legislative process and public policy-making the impact assessment has attracted the attention of many international actors.

The introduction of impact assessments in the EU was inspired by the results of projects initiated by the OECD, namely the Recommendation on improving the quality of government regulations, adopted in 1995 which introduced the systematic using of impact assessment as a fundamental element of political and legislative process.

The concern of European Commission for introducing the impact assessment dated since 1986, when the “business impact assessment” system was launched\(^\text{15}\). This kind of assessment exhibited a strong focus on the impact of the proposed regulations on business enterprises with no specific mention on social and environmental effects. For this reason, the impact assessment was subject for many criticisms and guided the European Commission steps to a new initiative.

The year 2002 marks the beginning for the concretization of new steps initiated by the European Commission in this area. The integrated impact assessment model (Integrated Impact Assessment), got into force one year later (2003). This model mandated the social and environmental impact assessment of all major new initiatives and in 2005 the European Commission published the updated version of the Guide - the elaboration of impact assessment, it can be found a detailed description of\(^\text{16}\):
- the impact assessment procedures and methodologies;
- questionnaires for verifying the impact of various policy alternatives;
- recognized criteria for assessing the development of the impact;
- minimum standards for consultation process.

II.1.2.1. The conceptualization and the role of impact assessment in the policy-making process

From a conceptual point of view, there is no single or general definition of the impact assessment. The specialized studies use to refer to this a variety of expressions like: “estimating the impact”, “the impact analysis”, “the impact study”, or “the impact assessment” and more later “the impact assessment of regulations”.

In this paper, we will use the “impact assessment” concept, focusing our attention on the ex-ante process for evaluating the public policies. The impact Assessment is better understood as the instrument of public policy analysis, contributing to a better selection of public policy alternatives\(^\text{17}\), and also interpreting as “the formal evaluation of the activities initiated and coordinated by governmental administration during the policy-making process”\(^\text{18}\).

From the OECD perspective, the impact assessment represents an “analytical approach based on the information in order to evaluate the possible costs, consequences and effects of a planned instrument of public policies”\(^\text{19}\). The impact assessment has been also defined as “a set of logical steps to be followed when one prepares a policy proposal. It is a process that prepares evidences for political decision-makers on the advantages and disadvantages of public policy options by assessing their potential impacts [economical, social and environmental]”\(^\text{20}\).

The database on the practice of the impact assessment in the EU Member States (DIADEM) defines the impact assessment as follows: “a systematic, mandatory and consistent evaluation of social, economical or environmental

---


aspects or impacts [such as benefits and/or costs], of the affecting the external interests of governments, of the regulation proposals and of any other kinds of public policy instruments, to:

1. subtend the public policy decisions before adopting;
2. assess external impacts of regulatory and administrative practices;
3. assess the accuracy of an earlier assessment\(^\text{21}\).

At a first glance, the role of impact assessment seems straightforward: “to inform the decision-makers about the potential consequences of their policies”. In essence, the role of impact assessment is more complex; it aims to improve decision-making processes by systematically collecting information about the likely impacts of a planned policy and thereby providing the basis for deciding “the best policy”. In this way, the impact assessment is used for analysing empirical data gathered from various sources in order to provide a comprehensive framework on the problems, to assess the possible consequences of identified the public policy alternatives and, not at least to ensure that government intervention is justified and appropriate\(^\text{22}\). In other words, the impact assessment is an aid to decision-making, not a substitute for it\(^\text{23}\), contributing to a coherent justification of a government intervention, as well as improving the capacity of public policy-making. In many countries, this is strongly related to a “better regulation agenda” that aims to improve the quality of regulation and to reduce the administrative burden.

In a synthetic form, the overall aim of impact assessment is to assist the Governments to make their policies more efficient, and is an important factor in responding to the impact determined by international markets and budgetary constraints on modern economies and the consequences of competing policy demands. From the aspects mentioned above, we can outline the dual nature of impact assessment, each with its own methodological approaches:

1. as a technical tool for analysis of the consequences of planned governmental interventions, providing information to stakeholders and decision-makers;
2. as a legal and institutional procedure linked to the decision-making process of public interventions.

Additionally to the meanings already mentioned, the impact assessment is considered as a valuable communication tool. The process of consulting the stakeholders often, creates useful debates, bringing valuable information and analyses. Moreover, refining the meanings given by different studies it can stress that the research of impact assessment elaboration and implementation is growing and this shows that learning process of using impact assessment is a cumulative one.

**II.1.2.2. Impact Assessment types – impact assessment on sectors or integrated impact assessment?**

Watching the history of the concretisation of this kind of analysis, we notice that the countries have chosen to pay attention to different problems, setting priorities related to the objective of public policy and their capacity to assess the socio-economic policy impacts. The impact assessment typology found in the literature field is based either on “the analysis field” criterion, or on “the stage of policy-making process in which the impact assessment is completed”. Taken into consideration the “analysis field” criterion we identify social, economical, environmental impact assessments.

*The social impact assessment* is an analysis for the distribution of public policy impacts on target group welfare and consists on “the process of analyzing, monitoring, and managing the intended and unintended social consequences, both positive and negative, of the planned interventions (policies, programs, plans)”. While the social impact assessment focuses on the distribution of social impacts, it also addresses issues of sustainability and risks analysis of policy alternatives\(^\text{24}\).

The International Association for Impact Assessment\(^\text{25}\) defines the social impact as a change in the following fields:

- people’s way of life – how they live, work and interact day-to-day;
- their culture – their shared beliefs, values, languages or dialects;
- their community – its cohesion, stability, character, services and facilities;
- their political systems – the way people participate to the decision-making process that affects their life and the level of democratization;


their environment and health – the health is a state of complete physical, mental, social and spiritual well-being;

their personal and property rights – especially when people are economically affected or in the case when their civil liberties are violated;

their aspirations and fears – the perception about their safety, their fears about the future of community.

The social impact assessment must not be understood only as the prescriptive activity of the social impacts from an integrated impact, but also as a methodology or an independent tool.

The economic impact assessment involves aspects of micro and macro economic impact regarding the selected option, such as changes regarding the compliance costs, the implementation costs that public authorities have to make and the impact on prospective innovation and technological development. A key element of the impact assessment is the appraisal of potential economical impacts of public policy proposals. The necessity for analysing the economic impact determined by a policy proposal on society is even more important since estimating the net cost of this proposal is an issue with special significance on the study of impact.26

The institution that is responsible for the proposal has to take into consideration all the costs with an impact on public budget [not only the cost from the own budget or from the subordinated agencies] because the public policies in general brings an impact on the overall economy.

The environmental impact assessment consists on the analysis of the implications and levels that a policy alternative can has on the environment.27 The quick developments occurring in the last and the present century have intensified the concern of the authorities for analysing the impacts of public interventions on the environment and human health. The roots of environmental impact assessment can be traced far early back in the history of decision-making theory and according to some scholars, “there is nothing new about the idea of incorporating information regarding the environment into planning and design decision, being possible to find examples of using analytical prediction tools in XVI century.”28

The European Commission collected these types of impact assessment into one, namely “the integrated impact assessment”. At a first glance, the new model of integrated impact assessment seems to be designed by taking into account the lessons from international practice and from a theoretically point of view it is more complete and effective.

Depending on the stage of policy-making process in which the impact assessment is completed we can distinguish between:

- ex-ante impact assessment of public policies – this is an activity conducted at the beginning of policy-making process, when public policy experts and those involved in public policies planning using qualitative and quantitative research methods, trying to make predictions regarding the impact that could be exercised on the society as a result of public policy implementation.
- ex-post impact assessment - this is an activity conducted during or after the implementation of public policies. It measures the achieved results and identifies the real deviations from the planned objective, the extra time and the additional costs related to resources and other factors. The aim of ex-post assessment is not only to identify the mistakes, but also to make prescriptions concerning the appropriate solutions for the future activities.

Regarding the above typology, the authors of this paper consider that this can generate some confusion, because the last form can be “read” and interpreted as monitoring and evaluation of public policies, stage of policy-making process. For a better understanding of this issue, the reader is referred to “The Program Evaluation: Its Significance and Priority for Shaping and Modification of Public Policies: A Comparative Analysis” a representative paper where one can find a comparative approach between evaluation and policy analysis.

II. 1.2.3. Procedural aspects regarding the elaboration of impact assessment

Completing an impact assessment is a rational process that should follow a number of phases. The complexity and the depth of the analysis is determined by the importance and the number of the impacts given by the policy issue

taken into consideration. Nowadays, many guidance documents are available on how to design an impact assessment, and a summary of those emphasis the following standard steps (see Table 1).

**Table no. 1: Standard steps of any impact assessment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT</th>
<th>EUROPEAN COMMISSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. defining the policy context and the objectives, in particular the systematic identification of the problem that provides the basis for action by government.</td>
<td>1. identifying the problem - describing the nature and extent of the problem, identifying the key players and affected groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. identifying and defining of all possible regulatory and non-regulatory options that will achieve the policy objective</td>
<td>2. defining the objectives - setting objectives at different number of levels and according with the problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. identifying and quantifying the impacts of the options considered, including costs, benefits and distributional effects.</td>
<td>3. developing main policy options/alternatives - identifying policy options, application of certain criteria to determine potentially valid options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. developing the enforcement and compliance strategies for each option, including an evaluation of their effectiveness and efficiency.</td>
<td>4. analysing the impacts of each options - identifying economic, social and environmental impacts and population affected, consider the risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. developing of monitoring mechanisms to evaluate the success of the policy proposal and to feed that information into the development of future regulatory responses.</td>
<td>5. comparing the options - weigh-up the positive and negative impacts for each option based on clearly defined criteria, identifying a preferred alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. integrating systematically the public consultation process to provide the opportunity for all stakeholders to participate in the regulatory process.</td>
<td>6. monitoring and evaluation of policy - identifying core progress indicators for the key objectives of the intervention, providing a broad framework of future monitoring and evaluation processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysing the steps mentioned above we can notice that the impact assessment begins with the identification of problem, runs through analysis of options and their impacts respectively and ends with the selection of the “best” policy, being specially designed to carry out a recommendation on public policy.

At the present time, the impact assessment of public policies is stated by the procedural rules of governments from most EU countries, Romania being one of them. As Member State of EU, Romania is trying to comply to the European regulations and practices regarding the public policies. Introducing of the impact assessment into the practice of elaboration and motivation of legal norms and domestic public policies can be found among the requirements.

**III. Case study: The Impact Assessment elaboration for the policy proposals from education and regional development area**

**III.1. Institutional framework**

During the last ten years, OECD, European Commission and World Bank carried out a number of studies concerning the evaluation of the public policies management system from Romania. Their evaluating reports indicated deficiencies related to the management of decision-making and policy-making process as well as the scarce using of the impact assessment tool and they have recommended to improve them.

In 2001, the Romanian Government has taken the first step in this direction, by launching “The strategy for accelerating the public administration reform” which stipulated the reform of three important areas, including “the improvement of public policy-making process”\(^\text{32}\).

---


Implementation of the reform strategy has taken into consideration the following aspects in the sphere of public policies:
1. defining the principles of communication, transparency, efficiency, accountability, participation, consistency, proportionality and subsidiary in the legal text;
2. dividing the responsibilities between the authorities with competence in public policy and the ones with financial attributes and supply of public services;
3. introducing a simple and clear public policy mechanism in order to develop and implement programs, projects, action plans and legislative proposals;
4. separating the policy-making level from the implementation level;
5. monitoring and evaluating the policy-making process.

The results of concretization these aspects started in 2003, with the establishing of the Directorate of Public Policy within the General Secretariat of Government accomplishing the following tasks:
- increasing the efficiency of the public policies;
- increasing the transparency of decision-making process;
- strongly foundation of the policies (for example, the assessment of budgetary, economical, social impact;
- improving the consulting system between the institutions of the central government;
- creating a connection between the planning of public policies and the elaboration of the budget;
- developing the methodologies used in the evaluation and monitoring of the public policies.

Since the debut of the “Guide for policy making at central level” in 2004 until now, the measures for strengthening the capacity of policy-making process have continuously increased. Regarding the impact assessment, in Romania there is no official document particularly designed to regulate their elaboration at this moment, their mandatory fulfilment devolves from other normative and strategic documents adopted by the Romanian public authorities.

In the content of Government Decision no. 775/2005, regarding the approval of procedures of elaboration, monitoring and assessment of public policies at central level we can find the first requirements for elaborating the impact assessment in order to motivate the public policies. These are not expressly stated but they are derived from art. 9 “the motivation of options involves accomplishing studies and analyses that will provide information on: opportunity to solve the problem; identification of options; the estimated budget for each options; the potential impact of the identified options; the evaluating criteria of options and choosing the option that is recommended for implementation; the action plan for the recommended option” and art. 13, align. 2 “draft for public policy proposal”.

This action was followed by another Government Decision, namely, the Government Decision no. 1361/2006, regarding the content of the instrument for present and motivating the draft legislation submitted for the Government approval, which stipulates the elaboration of impact assessment for all legislative/normative proposals.

Therefore, under the Romanian law there are two main types of impact assessments, impact assessment for public policy alternatives, stated by Government Decision no. 775/2005 and the impact assessment for legislative/normative draft stated by Government Decision no. 1361/2006. The necessity for the impact assessment of legislative/normative proposals arises from the demand of public policy proposal motivation. More legislative acts with different economic, social, legislative consequences, etc. can result from one policy proposal, and this impact must to be evaluating during in the elaboration stage of legislative document.

Some basic provisions of impact assessment have been introduced in the legal acts. Law no. 24/2000, republished in 2010, regarding the legislative technique for elaborating the legal acts, stipulates “the legislative draft is submitted for adoption with an explanatory memorandum, a substation note or a paper for approval, and also with an impact assessment”34. The ex-ante impact assessment assumes the identification and analysis of economical, social, environmental, legislative and budgetary effects of proposed regulations.

Efforts regarding the insertion of impact assessment in the practice and culture of Romanian public authorities have been undertaken through the “strategy for improving the elaboration, coordination and planning of public policy at central level” (2006-2010), adopted by Government Decision no. 870/2006, as well as through the “strategy for a better regulation at central level (2008-2013). Introduction of full impact analysis for public policy proposal and normative acts is one of the actions proposed in this strategy.

---

34 Art. 6, align. 3, Law no. 24/2000, regarding the legislative technique for elaborating the legal acts republishing in 2010.
III.2. Methodological considerations

The General Secretariat of Government through the Directorate of Public Policy is the responsible public institution for coordinating the efforts in order to design the impact assessment and for evaluating the impact assessment designed by line ministries at this time from Romania.

These tasks are not expressly mentioned into Organization and Functioning Statute of the General Secretariat of Government, but they are resulting from other general attributions, such as: “setting the methodological and organizational framework for the system of planning, elaborating and implementing public policy at ministry levels and by other bodies of central level”, “ensuring the methodological and consultancy support concerning the elaboration of public policy to ministries,” “strongly motivation of public policies”.

In this context, methodological issues are sketched and scattered in the normative and strategic documents regarding the public policy field, in general. Thus, the lack of a methodological document for elaborating the impact assessment pushes our research towards the analysis towards the analysis of the availability provisions of certain public policies documents, earlier mentioned. The basic methodological elements for elaborating the impact assessment are firstly identified into the Government Decision no. 775/2005 under the provision of the public policy draft model. According to this model, any public policy proposal should comprises among others, considerations regarding the alternatives for solving, and also states that for each alternatives should be mentioned the economical, social and environmental impact.

According to this act, the impact is concisely specified, the possibility of attaching a detailed analysis according to the complexity of the identified options and their impact. The strategy for improving the system of elaboration, coordination and planning of public policy at central level brings additional methodological elements to the ones outlined by the previous legislative act.

Therefore, the Romanian public authorities should follow for completing the ex-ante impact assessment of public policy the steps mentioned below:

1. defining the resources and the results for the alternatives;
2. analysing the resources and results;
3. analysing the impact for each alternatives;
4. analysing the beneficiaries and stakeholders;
5. identifying the criteria for decision-making;
6. weighting of each criteria;
7. evaluating the alternatives according to the criteria set up;
8. identifying the best alternative.

These procedural steps have to be fulfilled in the initiating process of a policy proposal by the line ministries and other institutions of public administration. In this sense, all line ministries have created public policy units for developing public policy analysis, including impact assessment. Most often, the responsibility of public policy units within line ministries to elaborate the public policy or legislative acts draft is realized by specialized department under their coordination.

The concern of Romanian public authorities for developing the practice of impact assessment design is also reflected by the elaboration of some methodological documents, for in order to enhance the design of impact assessments in healthcare and educational field.

Inside the specific methodology used to complete the ex-ante impact assessment at Education, Research, Youth and Sports Ministry level, the following procedural phases are recommended:

1. setting up the working group;
2. consulting the stakeholders from education area;
3. defining the problem;
4. gathering data;
5. identifying and selecting the public policy alternative;
6. profound analysing the alternatives;
7. fulfilling the cost-benefit analysis;
8. juxtaposition of the alternatives and selection;
9. monitoring and evaluating.

Moreover, the national legislation stipulates that impact assessment can occurs during the policy-making process in three different stages:

1. formulating the public policy;
2. preparing the public policy instruments, more specifically the drafts of law;
3. evaluation of public policy.

Figure no. 1: Policy-making process and the elaboration of impact assessment

Source: Adapted by Government Decision no. 870/2006 regarding the approval of the strategy for improving the elaboration, coordination and planning of public policy at central level”.

The practice imposes the elaboration of the ex-ante impact assessment on at least two stages. The first one, ex-ante impact assessment is carrying out in order to assess the alternatives of public policy. This evaluation is comprised inside the policy draft, as the evaluation of public policy alternatives. Often, after the approval of public policy draft and during the implementation stage, in the preparing draft laws moment, the second impact assessment is carrying out. The draft laws are drawing up when the proposed solution by the policy proposal is linked to the introduction of new regulation in matter, and they should be supported by an impact assessment in order to determine their consequences.

III.3. Impact Assessment Operationalisation
The policy-making process involves in the first stage developing of public policy documents with general character [including both, identification of the main aspects of public policy, and the directions]. Detailed analysis of each sector public policy represents a stage that precedes the public policy proposal/draft. In order to emphasize the using of impact assessment by Romanian public authorities have been selected, the public policy proposals carried out by Education, Research, Youth and Sports Ministry, Regional Development Ministry and Economy, Trade and Business Ministry.

[37] Government Decision no. 870/2006 regarding the approval of strategy for improving the elaboration, coordination and planning of public policy at central level.
Case no. 1: Analysis of certain education policy proposals

The public policy draft regarding the “restructuring the pre-tertiary education on levels” has been selected from Education, Research, Youth and Sports Ministry (ERYSM), first of all because approving such a draft can have a major impact on the education system from Romania.

Developing the impact assessment is the task of direction/department from ERYSM responsible with the implementation of the future public policy. This structure has the necessary technical expertise to formulate the problem and justify the need for governmental intervention.

The aim of the policy “the reorganization of pre-tertiary education system on levels in order to ensure the raising of basic knowledge for training and socio-professional development of children and student into an adequate framework for increasing the absorption rate on labour market and the movement in European Space” has been formulated to facilitate the identification of public policy alternatives starting from identification of the problem regarding “the inadvertence into curriculum structure and framework plans”.

Three public policy alternatives have been identified in order to achieve the public policy objectives and to solve the problem:

1. keeping the old structure of pre-tertiary education;
2. changing the structure of pre-tertiary education system, including:
   a. earlier education - it will comprise: ante - pre-primary education (0-3 years) and pre-primary education (3-6 years);
   b. primary education on first stage of basic education – it will comprises: preparatory classes (6-7 years) and I-IV classes (7-11 years);
   c. secondary education – comprises: lower secondary or second stage of basic education: gymnasium – including: V-VIII classes (12-14 years); upper-secondary education - IX-XII/XIII (15-19/20) and vocational education – IX-XI/XII (17-18/19 years);
   d. non-tertiary education – comprises the post secondary education.
3. changing the structure of pre-tertiary education system, including:
   a. earlier education - it will comprise: ante - pre-primary education (1-3 years) and pre-primary education (3-6 years);
   b. primary education on first stage of basic education – it will comprises: preparatory classes (6-7 years) and I-IV classes (7-11 years);
   c. secondary education – comprises: lower secondary or second stage of basic education: gymnasium - including: V-IX classes (11-16 years); upper-secondary education - IX-XII/XIII (16-19/20) and vocational education – IX-XI/XII (17-18/19 years);
   d. non-tertiary education – comprises the post secondary education.

Analysis of the policy draft emphasizes that for its elaboration, the initiator, namely line ministry has taken into account the mandatory form of policy draft, and in this context it was developed the impact assessment. The impact assessment created for this policy draft has two components: a synthetic impact assessment for each alternative and a detailed impact assessment for the selected alternative.

Regarding the first component, we keep in mind that while under the legal provisions, public authorities should design the impact assessment related to social, economical, environmental effects for each alternative, its concretization in the current situation has some deficiencies, such as:

1. there is no real estimation of impact for the first alternative, but only a summary of weaknesses of the pre-tertiary education system before and at the moment of the draft elaboration;
2. there is no impact assessment analysis for the second alternative, being mentioned only that these are similarly with those for the third alternative.

Impact assessment does not show the estimated budgeted for each alternative.

Only the third alternative, which is the recommended one after the consulting process of stakeholders, detaches itself from these deficiencies. This is the alternative where the initiator is making an estimation of the possible economical and social impact. Its structure includes a summary analysis of the current situation, the anticipated change and the advantages and risks of approving the alternative. Regarding the anticipated impacts, the initiator is detached by “economical and social rigors” and uses an exhaustive presentation of the impacts of the alternative on the following matters: legislation and application; curriculum, didactic staff; consequences regarding the infrastructure and scholar network; consequences regarding finances and concrete resources; evaluation and certification. The policy draft is accomplished by an annexe where it can find a budgetary estimation and working plan.

58 The public policy proposals, regarding the restructuring the pre-tertiary education on levels, available on/line on the website: http://www.edu.ro/index.php/articles/8617, accessed on 31 March 2011.
Comparing the benefits of this alternative with the risks and other alternatives justifies the choosing and transformation the third alternative into the draft policy. The legislative instruments bring their contribution to the implementation of this policy, Law regarding the national education\textsuperscript{39}, incorporating these changes in its content. The impact assessment is incomplete in relation to the performance indicators, and unfortunately it does not mention any indicators, but is limited to indicate the evaluation standards established by Romanian Agency for Quality Assurance in pre-tertiary Education.

**Case no. 2: Analysis of certain regional development policy proposals**

The practice of the Development Regional and Tourism Ministry (DRTM) related to the elaboration of the impact assessment for policy draft from development regional field is also under research.

At a first look, the Romanian regional development policy is surprising in an unpropitious manner, in sense that its presentation form is out of the legislative requirements; more precisely, it does not respect the standard form for the public policy draft proposed by domestic regulations.

Watching at source of this inadvertence, we remark that the policy for the regional development in Romania began to take shape once the Phare programme starts functioning (in 1996). The legislative framework for its developing has been established two years later, in 1998, by the Law no. 151/1998, abrogated in 2004, at the same time with the approval of a new law regarding the regional development in Romania, Law no. 315/2004. Therefore, the temporal dimension of the development for this policy explains its different form.

The development regional policy has emerged to support a balance development of the country as well as a socio-economic development of different regions and it represents the ensemble of all policies carried out by Government, through the bodies of central level, by local public authorities and specialized regional bodies after consulting the socio-economics stakeholders\textsuperscript{40}. Eight development regions without juridical personality and without the status of administrative-territorial units have been created in Romania.

The main areas that can be targeted by regional development policies are: development of enterprise, employment, reduction of the existing regional disparities focusing on stimulating a balanced development and a revitalization of disadvantaged areas, attracting investment, transfer of technology, development of SME sector, improvement of the infrastructure, the quality of environment, the rural development, the healthcare, the habitation, as well as the improvement of living conditions.

A policy draft on social infrastructure and one regarding the revitalisation of the disadvantaged areas have been chosen for more thoughtful analysis, given that the regional development policy is an “umbrella” under which a variety of public policies live.

Concerning the first dimension the public policy proposal regarding “stimulation of the supply for accessible and decent housing” has been selected.

This proposal complies the requirements and the form stated by the Government Decision no. 775/2005, and in its content it can find three possible public policy alternatives\textsuperscript{41}:

1. coordinating the actions of central and local authorities and public and private actors in order to increase the supply of quality housing. Estimated budget: 667.725 lei.
2. holding on the system stated by Law no. 114/1996 regarding the housing, republished with amended and supplemented. Estimated budget: 600.548 lei.
3. 25% expense increase from the state budget for the government programmes linked to the housing field.
4. The impact assessment carried out by initiator takes the form of an impact assessment of policy alternatives: the social, economic, environment impacts are estimated for each such alternative. Also, for each of them, we can find the estimated budgeted necessarily to its implementation. Although from an economic perspective, the third alternative is more convenient in terms of economical and environmental effects, the first alternative is preferred, and has been chosen for implementation after consulting stakeholders. For the selected alternative the impact assessment reflects certain of its benefits and risks, and has a working plan well designed in annex.

---

\textsuperscript{39} Title II, Chapter II, Law regarding the national education, republished in Official Journal of Romania no 18/10.01.2011

\textsuperscript{40} Art. 2, align (1), Law no. 315/2004, regarding the regional development in Romania.

\textsuperscript{41} The public policy proposal, regarding the stimulating the supply of accessible and decent housing, available on the website: http://www.mdrl.ro/_documente/politici_publice/propuneri/Politica_Publica_Locuinte.pdf, accessed on 31 March 2011.
The impact assessment conducted by DRTM is noted positive comparison to the impact assessment prepared for educational policy draft; this higher grade comes from the existence of budgetary estimations for each alternative as well as from the indicated a set of indicators for performance.

The second policy proposal found under the “umbrella” of regional development policy and chose for analysis is “restructuring and attracting investments in companies in the area of metalliferous ores exploitation”. This proposal is an initiative of the Economy, Trade and Business Ministry (ETBM) and it aims to attract investment in disadvantaged areas from the mining sector.

The proposal complies with the form stated by the Government Decision no. 775/2005, and an impact assessment for each policy alternatives can be found in its content. The broad reach of the project has determined the outlining of five policy alternatives/solutions:

1. sale of viable assets, accompanied by a requirement for necessary investments to modernize renew the technology or for completing some investments;
2. signing cooperation agreements with Romanian and foreign partners in order reorganize the operations, to exploit and attracting investment;
3. signing agreements with Romanian and foreign partners in order to establish some companies with mix capital/ to establish some subsidiaries followed then by their privatization;
4. signing some joint venture agreements with Romanian and foreign partners;
5. signing some leasing agreements with Romanian and foreign partners.

According to legal provisions, the impact assessment was conducted in economic, social and environment terms for each alternative. The consultation with stakeholders has led to the recommendation of the second alternative. Unfortunately, we can not give a comment regarding this choice since we can only compare the economical, social and environmental impacts among the alternatives; in the content of this assessment, there was no other criteria defined for comparison.

It is worth mentioning that impact assessment excels in terms of form of alternatives designed and proposed to solve the problem, benefits and risks of the selected alternative, the set of indicators for performance, but in the same time we also have to emphasize its negative aspect which comes from the content of financial analysis, meaning that the initiator did not attached the estimated budged to each alternative and not even to the recommended alternative. Like the other two studies, and the last one has also attached the working plan for the implementation of the recommended alternatives. The impact assessment is different from the other two through the references regarding the resources brought by each interested stakeholder.

Synthesizing the analysis on policy proposals initiated by the three line ministries, we can notice that only certain methodological steps set out by legislative regulations have been met. The table below represents a mirror of this approach (see Table 2).

Table no 2: Methodological steps followed by Romanian public authorities in completing the impact assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The following steps stated by Government Decision no. 870/2006</th>
<th>have been met by […] in elaborating of impact assessment of the mentioned public policy proposals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>defining the resources and the results for the alternative that was recommended;</td>
<td>ERYSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analysing the resources and the results;</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analysing the impact for each alternatives</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analysing the beneficiaries and stakeholders</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identifying the criteria for decision-making</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighting of each criteria</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluating the alternatives according to the criteria set up</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identifying the best alternatives</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We notice that both the impact assessment on education field, and ones from the development regional policy field are facing gaps in establishing the decision-making criteria, in weighting of each one should have when evaluating and comparing alternatives. A failure to comply them can have negative effects on achieving public policy objectives, meaning that the solution adopted for implementation may not be right solution on long term.

Moreover, we remark that the practice of using the impact assessment by responsible public authorities in order to elaborate public policy education still has some deficiencies, although there is a general legislative framework for elaborating impact assessment for the public policy proposals and for some specific methodological documents from education field, namely, Internal Rules of design, notice and approval of public policy documents and legislative acts, Handbook for ex-ante impact assessment of education policy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
A first conclusion that emerges from the analysis we have made points out stress that important steps have been made during the past few years on the development of some minimum standards for elaborating public policy, as well as of using impact assessment as part of the policy-making and legislative acts. The added value of an impact assessment consist on “improving the quality of available information for the decision makers and that the decision-makers should clearly understanding the costs, benefits and distributive effects of their decision”\(^\text{43}\). In this sense we notice that the impact assessment represents an aid to decision-making not a substitute for it.

We can find two types of impact assessments inside the practice and the culture of Romanian public authorities: the impact assessment of public policy alternatives and the impact assessment of legislative acts. The impact assessment of public policy alternatives is design to allow knowledge about the potentially economical, social and environmental impacts of public policy. The impact assessments are useful instruments for approving decisions, both to measure the benefits and risks of public intervention, and to review the administrative performance.

Thus, impact assessment contributes to emphasizing the strengths and weaknesses of various public policy alternatives or types of approaches of an action, contributing to a rational, argumentative choice of a policy alternative over others, less justified. The final scope of any impact assessment is to provide accurate and coherent information regarding the impact of different public policy alternatives, as a starting point for comparing the alternatives between them.

Although, we notice the progress in Romania for defining and consolidating a framework inside of which the impact assessment can find more often a place, we must also remark the fact that this key areas of modern governance remain insufficiently explored and exploited.

Also, we have to keep in our minds that after the Government Decision no. 775/2005 was adopted, all public policy proposals/drafts developed in Romania meets the standard form proposed by law, including the following elements: the name of the institution having the initiative, defining the problem, defining the public policy, the general aim of this, general objectives and specific objectives, direct and indirect beneficiaries, alternatives for solving the problem, process of consulting the stakeholders, the recommended alternative for implementation, activities for monitoring and assessment, impact assessment of the public policy.

Better regulation and promoting impact assessment remains a goal, and also a challenge for Romania in its process of attempting to identify solutions for the real problems coming from the economical, financial and social point of view and generated by the evolution of the globalization.
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